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Any minister in any government today who is
responsible for the' 'conduct of external relations is bound to be
particularly interested in and•concerned with trade and economic
matters, because they loom so large - for good or evil - in
determining' the relations between -nations . ' --

It has been said that if goods do not cross
frontiers, arms must . I'm not so sure of that . Certainly the
corollary is not true that if goods do cross frontiers, arms
won't . Trade has, in fact, often in the past brought conflict,
rather than co-operation, and gentlemen adventurers trading into
outer areas have often requested and received support from the
armed services of their governments in their commercial ventures .

Men trade with other countries, in fact, because
it adds .to their wealth. That is no ignoble motive . Governments
support them - when they do - because this trade and this wealth
add to the national welfare . Trade which does that deserves
government support . The opposite is true also .

In Canada, more than in most .countries, inter-
national trade is vital-to'our prosperity .= The fact that we now
ezport to 112 countries and import from 110 shows that we
recognize this . ' S7e recognize also the fact that today our trade
faces special problems which arise, for the most part, out of the
complications and perplexities of the international situation ;
problems which can only be solved by international action, but
will certainly never be solved by 'sitting back and hoping that
sonething will turn . up ; by assuming that we are merely, passing
through a temporarily difficult period which will soon be over' .

One of the most '.imaginative and compelling phrases
that emerged during the war was coined by a great American who
unhappily was not spared to -fulfil the promise of his earl y
career . Wendell Wilkie talked and vrrote about _"one world" -
the "one world" of peace and of commercial intercourse . The idea
- indeed the hope - expressed by this phrase was then'in every-
o.ae's mind and heart, a beacon' leading us through--the darkes t
days of the war, giving us the promise of a result worthy of our
efforts . There is no more depressing aspect of the post-war
period than our inability to .realize this ideal . There are, in
fact, moments when we seem to be dropping further away,from the
goal of. an orderly and united world rather than advancing upon it .
For those of us to Zvhom foreign policy is a matter of daily
concern, nothing is more urgent or vital than the need to keep on
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he road to one world and to keep moving, even though the highway
pontivhich we thought we had set our feet turns out to be little
etter than an uncertain and overgrown .jungle path .

The divisions amongst the nations of the world

rhich have risen like road blocks in our way towards unity are
omplex and_varied and unhappily they rise even among the bes t
r international friends . In this audience of commercial leaders
~n the community there will, I know, be a particular interes t
n the trade and currency problems which have arisen in the
~estern World, and which now threaten to divide it in a way which
rill give no satisfaction to anyone but the gentlemen in th e
emlin who gloat with pleasure over anything and everyt hing that

livides the free democracies . It is indeed a strange and tragic
nomaly that, in the Western World, having fought off the threat
f German domination by an enormous co-operative effort, we now
ace problems in our economic life, in the long run of almost
comparable danger . In the course of victory, we used up resources
IIt an unheard-of rate, but we also released tremendous productive
~apacities . It is a magnificent tribute to the economic power
vhich resides in our democratic society that within a short five
pears we have gone so far towards rebuilding the fabric and
restoring the economic vitality of our western international côm-
unity . But we have not solved the international problem of
exchanging the products which we are so well able to produce .

One expression of this problem is the difficulty
ich .Canada today experiences in selling its products, especially

its food products, in sterling markets, at a time when those
products are needed so badly and when they are admittedly com-
petitive in quality and in price .

I wish I knew a solution to this difficulty . I
do know, however, that anyone who suggests a solution, or wh o
even tries to analyse the problem, is dangerously exposing himself .
Iam not a trained economist or an expert on these matters, and
I-nay therefore utter heresies when I talk of them . In the
ÿiddle Ages heretics were disposed of by being burned at the stake .
In these gentler days, however, I am not in danger of such extreme
penalties, and perhaps only my ears will burn for my indiscretions .
I an comforted, moreover, that I shall be in good company wit h
my burning ears, for I recall that as late as 1946 a great
economist of world renown wrote :

"The chances of the dollar becoming danger-
ouslÿ scarce in the next five or ten years are
not very high . "

The dollar shortage, which the economist I quoted
said would not materialize, has now made itself dramatically
apparent in the very currency in which he earned his living -
sterling . The difficulty, however, which the United Kingdom is
having on account of its trade balance is obviously not merely
aproblem between that country and North America. The wide
international ramifications of the problem were i~nediately
apparent on the monetary exchanges of the worid the day after the
pound was devalued last aututln : The sterling aréa extends t o
four continents . Some parts of it are highly industrialized and
densely populated ; some thinly settled but rich in potential
wealth . The economic variety of the area is matched by its
political complexity . Besides the British Isles and dependent
overseas territories of the United Kingdom, it includes Australia,
Ceylon, India, New Zealand, Pakistan and South Africa, which are
members of the Commonwealth, in addition to Burma, Egypt, Ireland
and Iraq, which are not . We do not wish to see this sterling
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Lea weaken and break :up, but we also do not wish it to become
~clusive and discrininatory0 Canada has a particular interest
; this matter because we have one foot in the sterling and the
tber in the dollar pool . We depend on both for our exports . To
~at it another way, in trade and monetary - and, indeed, in some
ther matters - we stand midway between the United States and the
nited Kingdomo The middle is•a very satisfactory place to be if
}ose on either side support, rather than squeeze youô But, for
~etter or for worse, that is where we .are ; in the middle, linked
o each side . We rationalize that position - at times we idealize

by saying that it makes us the interpreter between London and
ashington ô

Between Confederation . and S~7orld War II, more than
hree quarters of all our exports normally went to these two
ountries . Further, our exports were once divided fairly equally
etween them - but in 1949 only 23 per cent went to the United
;ingdom and 50 per cent to the United States . Those figures tell
he story of the Canadian export problem .

That problem itself is about as easy .to state a s
t is difficult to solve ; It is certainly not enough to say that
t is merely a shortâge of dollars ;which causes all the trouble . .
he dollar shortage is, of course ; real enough but,-it is the result,
.ot the cause, of the present difficulties . The difficulties
henselves arise out of the present lack of balance between world
roduction and world distribution . This, in turn, is largely due,
ither directly or indirectly, to the war ; or rather to the uneven
mpâct of the destruction and dislocations brought about by th e
ar, which left certain countries - r~vrmally great importing
ountries - much more crippled and shaken than the great North
merican supplying countries . The old European world was smashed ;
he new world hardly dented by war . And in the old world the
nashing was uneven and the recovery consequently uneven .

The roots of the crisis go much deeper, in fact,
han anything in recent history . From about 1870 until the first
orld war, genuine international economic equilibrium wa s
chieved by an expanding, delicately balanced and highly complex
$ystem of trade and finance involving capital and gold movements
~nd semi-automatic internal adjustments in the participating
economies to meet developments as they occurred . The system was
riginally made possible by the operation of the gold standard ;
y easy trading conditions, by technical improvements in transport
and production, and was based on the classical division of labour .
~hrough its operation, industrialized countries imported raw
naterials and exported a large part of the resulting manufactured
products to the primary producing countries . The United Kingdom
ore than any other country followed this economic trend to its
ogical conclusion by becoming dependent to a very high degree o n

~food and raw materials from abroad .

It is at least half a century since the growth of
new industrial areas outside of Western Europe created the first
stresses and strains upon this complicated structure o f
international trade . The first world war gave it a tremendous
jolt, and greatly accelerated'the processes which were under-
mining it . The depression, of course, hit it with the force of a
sledge hammer, and when the second world war followed, it was
flot possible to patch up the wide cracks which by this time had
ePpeared . For the British, in particular, the two wars brought
real economic distress because they forced the United Kingdom
government to liquidate rapidly and without hesitating over the
long-term consequences, the great financial reserves and assets
which it held abroad . . The British, more than any other people -
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nd it is to their everlasting glory - used up all the available
rater to stop the fire, so it is not surprising that now they
an't have a bath twice a day ; .

It is now clear that the Western World must set
bout re-designing the structure of its international economic
elations, even as it' must rebuild .its international political .

~ife . In this re-designing and rebuilding, no country has more at
take than Canada . In the plans and policies we adopt, we shall
~ce well advised to take into consideration the new orientation of `
Çorld economic power . That we are doing so is shown, I think, by
the increase of our exports to the United States and the discovery
and development'of new markets in Latin America and elsewhere .
~e must press further along this road, especially in Asia, which
offers great long view possibilities, though the immediate
3ifficulties .are tremendous, tiYe must also do everything we can
to develop our own resources for our own people, in a way which
,ill make us less dependent on dollar imports . There are great
and encouraging initiatives being undertaken in this field . But
at the same tiine, we must make every effort to maintain our place
in sterling markets ; by trade negotiations ; by setting up - a s
ve have set up - Anglo-Canadian trading machinery ; by giving all
the official support we can to private ventures ; by political
discussions at the-highest level to--drive home the -point that
Canadian resources are not merely a great reservoir to be tapped
in time of trouble, but one which should supply a steady and con-
tinuous stream of goods across the Atlantic . Vie must realize,
however, that if this stream is to flow outwards, there must also
beone flowing• in . This means even more than sensible tariff
policies . It means the active encouragement of imports from the
sterling area ; import promotion activities whic h will assist the
sale in Canada of goods from those areas . It may even come to
nean in certain contingencies action to keep out of Canada competing
inports from other countries . A11 this involves difficult and
conplicated and at times irritating government action, which is
justified, and only justified, by the changing world trading
conditions I have mentioned and the necessity of Canada adjusting
herself to them. In the recent,past we have shown our understand-
ing of these changes, by giving direct aid - through gifts an d
loans - to our European customers, who have'been subjected to such
shocks and changes in the last twenty-five years . Particularly
has this been true with the United Kingdom . But our loans and
gifts are now prâctically used up . And it should not be forgotten
that unless we are willing to accept a somewhat lower standar d
of living than we now enjoy, we can make new contributions of this
kind only out of a current trade surplus . That surplus is now a
very small one .

It is sometimes said that all our export dif-
Piculties would be solved if the dollar and the pound were only
convertible . But as I have said, inconvertibility is not the
disease . It is merely the symptom of thé disease . ti'de shouldn't
let ourselves be confused by the careless use of these terms .
iCanadian government could, I suppose, by decree make pounds
convertible into Canadian dollars ; it could agree to "take
sterling" for all dollar exports in excess of those covered by our
sterling 'imports or dollar irivëstments . But that ~vould merely
mean - in present circumstances - an additional gift - though a
concealed one - to the sterling countries concerned . The Canadian
tazpayer would "pay the shot" o

Vie may, of course, have to take some kind of action
in the future to assist our exporters by further loans or gifts
tocustomers . I hope, of course, as you hope, that we won't . But
~e shouldn't try to fool ourselves that we can escape the conseqizences
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yyhatever they may be - of such action by attempting to give it
one transparent disguise . The plain fact is that no financial
r nonetary sleight of hand can, of itself, solve the problem
f unbalance in our trade with the sterling area .

We should recognize that we are faced with a
ough long-range international problem which is as political as it
s economic ; which is in some ways as novel as it is complicated
nd for which there is no single or simple remedy . A return to
he freedom of trade of 1914 is not practicable because the
olitical and economic conditions of that age have disappeared,
ossibly for-good . At the other extreme is the remedy of total
ontrol of trade by governments, which means bilateral deals,
arter arrangements, etc . As I see it there is no salvation to
efound in this•approach which restricts enterprise and
nitiative and which inevitably tends to limit the areas o f
change and subsidize high cost production .

Somehow or other the flow of goods multilaterally
^ust be restored and this can only be done by a concerted éffort
ased on close and friendly understanding and co-operation between
he new world and the old .

It should - as I have suggested - involve a re-
aanination of economic policy by all the countries coneerned, in
he light of .the present international economic and political
osition . Especially, if I may say so, is this true of the United
States which, notwithstanding its magnificent contribution i n
~oans and gifts to less fortunate countries, still has a large
°avourable balance of payments with the rest of the world, which
ban hardly be justified by its creditor position .

At the same time, the countries on this side of
he Atlantic have the right to some assurance that the measures
~hich have been taken, or may be taken, to assist'Europe, and
thereby ourselves, will be met by measures on the other side
~vhich will make such assistance effective and not mere "down
he drain" help; and that such assistance will not be used to
uild up high cost, restrictive areas from which we will find
urselves in the future virtually excluded .

The task of reconciling these interests - these
arious aspects of the one problem - is a terribly difficult one .
~If we are to succeed in it, and it is vital that we should if we
tare to win the battle against the reactionary forces of Soviet
comrnunism, we will need more vision and wisdom than the democratic
~countries sometimes show in their economic and financial relations
~7ith each other . Each of us may have to forego some immediate
~advantages for the long-term general good . To put it in concrete -
~3nd Canadian terms - we, here, may at times have to forego winter
~lettuce from the winter vacations in California . We may also
~ave to watch imports from the United Bingdom, encouraged by our

~;overnment, compete successfully tvith our own domestic products .

In working out these problems successfully, i n
3tterapting to reconcile these differing interests, we can, I
think, use our North Atlantic Pact - our North Atlantic Alliance .
It may provide the foundation for a great co-operative econornic
~coIonwealth of the Western world - which one day may become a
jpolitical commonvrealth . You may say that this is unrealistic
nonsense, but I suggest that in this jet-propelled, atomic age,
~no plan less than this ti•lill be adequate ; no vision less than this
,,qill do .
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It is of urgent and great importance that we should
evelop the concept of a North Atlantic economic and social com-
unity within the framework of the North Atlantic Treaty . Up to
he present, we have considered the North Atlantic Pact as primarily
defensive military arrangement to increase our power to resist
ggression . 17e were right in giving this side of it priority an d
e have made encouraging progress .~n organizing and planning our ;
efensive system ., But it is now tirae to plan our economic defences .
n the long run our hopes for the safety and prosperity of th e
orth Atlantic world will prove i1lusory unless we regard the
;orth Atlantic Treaty as being a great deal more than simply a
ilitary alliance . The terms of the Treaty, especially Article II,
peciPically pledge its members to make every effort to broade n
he basis of their association, and not restrict it to defence
lone . This aspect of the Treaty, which holds out the promise of
conomicco-operation, has always seemed of particular importance
o the Canadian people and their government, because we believe
hat in the long run our ability to stand fast against the attacks
f international cor.imunism will rest in the well-being of our
Wn people and in that of our friends and allies . ti7e also know
bat this well-being cannot be ensured by national action alone: .
tie believe that the purpose which we have declared in signing
4he North Atlantic Treaty can only be fully realized if by our
~~ofnt efforts we solve the economic -and social problems trrhich
~hreaten the area that we have undertaken to dePend . tiYe can, I
~ope, make progress on this front at the North Atlantic Council
~ieeting in London in May . It is time that we began, because it
,,dll be a long hard process .

Up to the present we have occupied ourselves only
iith the foundations of our North Atlantic system ; with the
1search for agreement on principles . Now we face the far more
difficult and challenging task of constructing the superstructure -
of converting our principles into policies . We now have to give
effect to such agreeable and popular phrases as "integration of
production", "standardization of weapons", "co-ordination of
activities","nutual aid", "sharing the burden", etc ., etc . All
~these are fine ideas, essential ideas - good material for any
after-dinner speech! They are easy to accept in principle ;
difficult to work in practice. In no sphere of collective action
ill the dift'iculty be greater than in the economic field . In
no sphere, is it more essential that we shoùld succeed . I hope,
therefore, that we can make'a good beginning towards this success
in London in May .

I think that our past record will give our f'riends
the assurance that Canada s•rill do its part . At the same time
the other members of the group will recognize, I hope, that one
of the most effective contributions we can make •in Canada to the
general security is through the full development of our own
natural and strategic resources, and the building of a strong and
balanced economy in the northern half of this continent . Thi s
is itself a big undertaking for a young country, vast in area,
snall in numbers, vigorous in climate, but it is one which we
nust carry out if we are to play the important part in ensuring
Aorth Atlantic security, that we wish to play . Certainly it will
be difficult for us to give at this time much defance aid in the
form of arms to our European friends, if such aid represents a
drain on those United States dollar reserves, the inadequacy of
which has recently caused us so much anxiety ; and will probably
continue to'do so as long as 145 millions of Americans buy less
from Canada than 13 millions of. Canadians buy from them . Also
the Canadian people might find it difficult to understand why we
should be providing assistance to Europe, if that continent
attempted - for any other reason than strict and demonstrable



inancial necessity - to organize itself in a way which would make
t more difficult for us to trade with it, and especially v,rit h
he United Kingdom .

The whole problem is an immensely complicated one,
nd we should not approach it either complacently or impatiently ,
or can it be solved by Europe acting alone or North America acting
long . Even regional isolation will be no good here . But we can
e reasonably optimistic about the outcome . The way in which the
nited States and Canada have accepted their international economic
esponsibilities in recent years is, I think, an earnést of our good-
ill and determination to accept those that lie ahead . Canada's
09t-war loans, credits and sifts to European recovery and re-
~onstruction is proof of our desire to help . The United States
"arshall Aid Plan, that great act of imaginative statesmanship ,
ut which is soon coming to an end, would alone exonerate our
eighbour from any charge of selfish nationalism . No matter what
he ledgers may show when the final accounting of the European
ecovery Programme is made, we .shall never be able adequately to
stimate the value of its contribution to the salvation of the
?hole Western world from the forces of Russian communist imperialism .
le have only to consider the political programme of the Cominform
~nd the tight and tyranrücal treaties crhich the Soviet Union has
oncluded ti•rith her Eastern European neighbours to appreciate the
;uality and magnanimity of the Marshall Plan and its ability to
ïroduce the results which are essential if the dark rush of Soviet
omnunism is to be chécked .

But much remains to be done . The Point IV pro-
anme of technical assistance under the United Nations to under-
eveloped countries is one important development . The burden of
terling debts which so greatly hampers British full recovery
ust be considered .as more than a British problem and something
one about it . The move to a wider European unity - financial
nd economic - must be pressed further, but not in such a way
sto divide Europe from North America . Investors on this sid e
nst be prepared to send their money abroad, but the y are entitled,
ntheir part, to reasonable profit and security if they do ;
rat least the assurance that insecurity will not arise through
bitrary action which is political in origin .

A11 these issues, all these problems, all these
ossibilities can be examined, not merely bilaterally, but through
he collective machinery of our North Atlantic system, which will,
hope carry on when the arrangements set up under the Marshall
lan disappear, as they are expected to do in 1952 . SYe don' t
eed to expect miracles, but we have every right to expect a
erious effort by the Atlantic alliance to begin now to plan for
~he days ahead .and to meet the challenge of the international
~conomic as well as the international political problems of this
+tense and difficult time . This effort may necessitate financial,
economic and even psychological adjustments by the North Atlantic
+states . These-are never easy to make within the framework o f
national soveréignty . If, however, we insist on defining the
roblem in terms of broad regional rather than national interest,
and if we keep our eyes fixed upon the ultimate objective of a
{rorld in_which the economic causes of war, and the social and
~olitical conditions which breed war, will be reduced to the very
lowest possible level, we can succeed in this great task .

Canada must continue to play the good part in these
international economic questions that she has played in the past .
~locountry has done more to .implement the ideas I have outlined
1than ours . That I think, was intelligent self-interest on our par t

nd we should follow along that road as far as we can . How far we
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ian go, however, will depend on two things ; on the energy and
~ntelligence we show in conducting our own affairs, and on the
~nternational trading policies of others . So far as we are
oncerned, if we sit back - in Ottawa or in Hamilton - and le t
ature take its course ; if we blind ourselves to the implications
f the far-reaching changes that have taken plâce in internationa l
rade and political balances ; if we rely on old patterns of trade
e1ng continued indefinitely, or on old policies which have served
Swell•continuing to work in changed conditions, we'll ge t
nto trouble .

At the same time, even if we avoid these pitfalls,
e may still find ourselves in trouble if the United. States, for
nstance, refuses to recognize the implications of its worl d
reditôr position or of its trade balances with Canada ; or if the
terling area maïntains its restrictive dollar policies one moment
onger than is absolutely essential on financial grounds .

It's a complicated and difficult situation . It's
tough problem for any country, and a very tough one for a
ountry like ours ; dependent as we are on foreign trade, and wit h
half a continent which can only be developed as we want it t o
e developed by the proceeds of that trade .

But tough problems are made for tough people, an d
e Canadians are tough people .
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